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Welcome from the Conference Chairman On behalf of the 2015 ASID Conference Organizing Committee, it's my great honor to welcome you all to the joyful city of Xiamen. This year, the Conference is organized by the Xiamen University，Xiamen Institute of Electronics （XMIE） and IEEE Beijing Section.  The theme of the conference is “Anti-counterfeiting, Security, and Identification (ASID)”.The conference has been held eight sessions. The 1st Conference on ASID was launched in 2007, and this is the nineth. The technical world is under constant changes to meet the complexity and diversity of the co-evolution of human beings and machines. Moving along with this exciting technical trend, the ASID conferences have been evolving into a comprehensive forum for exploring many frontiers related to human-machine relationsand personalized services. During these year, the friends of ASID always bear in their minds the openness and accountability towards theories and technologies with the most potentials. Yes, ASID might not represent the majority, and yet we pioneer the vision way into the future! This year, more than sixty papers were submitted to this conference. At last, about 40 papers were accepted to be presented at the two-day conference and listed in the proceedings.  It is our great pleasure to invited Prof. Yixiang Chen and Prof. Chunming Hu  to be our keynote speakers. Dr. Chen is a full professor of East China Normal University, he will deliver the first keynote speech entitled: "a Specification Language for Spatial-Temporal Consistency of Smart Agents". Dr. Hu is an Associate Professor at School of Computer Science, Beihang University. His speech title is “On Scalability, Availability and Security of Computer System Virtualization”.   Xiamen, the second largest city in Fujian province next to the capital Fuzhou, covers a total area of 1,516 square kilometers. As one of the five earliest special economic zones, with heavy investment from Taiwan and Hong Kong, it has been a city growing in strength. Despite its fame as an industrial powerhouse, this port city has not lost much of its charm, and as a sightseeing haven has become one of the best areas to visit in Fujian and for good reason: With good food, attractive seascape，some great architecture and a mild to hot climate, Xiamen is hard to beat as a famous tourist city of Fujian Province.  Wish you will benefit from the technical programs and have an enjoyable stay in Xiamen. 
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